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Reading for meaning: the effects of Developmental Education on reading achievements of primary school students from low SES and ethnic minority families
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ABSTRACT
The appropriateness of innovative educational concepts for students from a low socioeconomic status (SES) or ethnic minority background is sometimes called into question. Disadvantaged students are supposed to benefit more from traditional approaches with Programmatic Instruction (PI). We examined Developmental Education (DE), an innovative approach, inspired by Vygotskian theory, in which reading skills are developed through meaningful reading of texts corresponding to students’ self-generated problems. The effectiveness of DE is compared to PI in terms of reading comprehension, strategy knowledge, and reading motivation of 4th-grade students; 170 students from ethnic minority or low SES background participated in a pretest-posttest natural 2-group design. Outcomes were similar in both approaches, with one exception: Students with an ethnic minority background in DE performed better on strategy knowledge than similar students in PI. These results are discussed in relation to previous studies on the appropriateness of innovative curricula for disadvantaged students.
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INTRODUCTION
In the educational field, the appropriateness of using innovative educational concepts for students with a disadvantaged educational position is sometimes called into question. Hornstra, Mansfield, Van der Veen, Peetsma, and Volman (2015), for example, found that teachers in primary education believed that controlling teaching practices were more suitable and beneficial to “at-risk” students than innovative, autonomy-supportive practices. By using a traditional, controlling teaching style, teachers felt they were adapting to the needs and preferences of their disadvantaged student population. Few studies, however, have actually investigated the effects of innovative educational practices on the achievements of students with different backgrounds. Salinas and Garr
(2009) examined the effect of “learner-centered” education on the academic achievements of minority and non-minority third to sixth grade students. Whereas the scores of minority students were lower at traditional schools, they scored as high as non-minority students in learner-centered schools. Hornstra, Van der Veen, Peetsma, and Volman (2015b) studied the relation between the extent of innovative learning in classrooms (according to teachers themselves) and student achievements in a population that varied in socioeconomic status (SES) and ethnic minority backgrounds. Innovative learning was defined as collaborative learning, authentic learning, and a focus on self-regulation. No significant relations between innovative learning and reading comprehension were found for any of the student groups.

In this study, we focus on an innovative approach, known as Developmental Education, and its effect on reading in primary school. Developmental Education (DE) is an innovative approach, inspired by Vygotskian learning theory, that is practiced in about 5% of primary schools in The Netherlands. Teachers create meaningful thematic units in which all activities relate to the theme. Reading is embedded in an “inquiry curriculum”; students select and read informative texts, and the selection of texts is driven by students’ research questions. Teachers seek to involve all students in reading texts that correspond to their self-generated problems, interests, and reading levels. In a previous study (Van Rijk, De Mey, De Haan, Van Oers, & Volman, 2017), it was found that reading results of students from DE schools were equal to those of students from schools with traditional reading programs. The aim of this study is to get a better understanding of the effects of DE on students from ethnic minority groups and students with low-educated parents. For this purpose, we compare school achievements of students from these groups in DE schools and in more traditional schools. Since reading is a key subject matter in the curriculum, the focus is on the development of three components of reading: reading competence, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation.

Theoretical background

The educational position of students from ethnic minority groups and students with low-educated parents

There is an overwhelming body of research into the educational position of two categories of students that are often considered as disadvantaged, that is, students from ethnic minorities/second-language learners and students from lower socioeconomic milieus. Large-scale and review studies have been carried out pertaining to, among others, the European (Nusche, 2009; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2012), the US (Perie, Grigg, & Donahue, 2005), and the Dutch situation. In The Netherlands, ethnic minority and low SES students on average lag behind 1 up to 2.5 years in reading comprehension at the end of Grade 6 (Driessen, 2013; Gijsberts, 2003) and have the lowest scores on the final test in primary and secondary education (Mulder et al., 2014).

However, the category of ethnic minority students includes a large variety of backgrounds. The Turkish, Moroccan, Antillean, and Surinamese are the four largest groups of migrants in The Netherlands. Moroccans and Turks came as labor migrants, whereas
Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles are former colonies of The Netherlands. Labor migrants from Eastern European countries are a relatively new minority group. There is also a large number of minorities from Western countries (Germany, US, UK, France) who are relatively high educated. It should be noted that the educational position of their children cannot be qualified as disadvantaged.

**Effectiveness of educational approaches**

Studies into the effectiveness of innovative educational approaches are rare, in particular for these groups of students. The bulk of educational and reading research involves the search for factors that are effective in teaching and learning in general. The meta-meta-analysis of Hattie (2009) of “what works” in teaching, for example, does not differentiate for different groups of students. The top factors in effective teaching, such as the quality of teaching, providing feedback, and good teacher–student relationships occur in both traditional and innovative approaches. Moreover, Hattie’s educational factors are not studied in conjunction (Driessen, 2013) and leave aside educational content, that is, “the pedagogical significance of subjects, reflections about problems, and possibilities of legitimizing curricular decisions”, despite his emphasis on content-oriented learning (Terhart, 2011, p. 431). These educational factors thus provide insufficient indications to judge innovative educational approaches based on specific theoretical views such as Developmental Education in The Netherlands.

The meta-analysis of the RAND reading study group (Snow, 2002) showed that there is a fairly detailed knowledge base on effective instructional practices for reading. Innovative approaches such as the embedding of strategy instruction in the context of subject-matter learning, considerate provision of meaningful choices, autonomy and responsibility of students, and collaborative learning structures are positively evaluated in general (Snow, 2002). As yet, there is little evidence, however, on how teachers should combine and prioritize instructional practices for low achievers in high-poverty schools and for students who are second-language learners of the language in these schools (Snow, 2002).

**The relationship between family and school: parenting styles and teaching practices**

The reason for skepticism about innovative educational practices for students from disadvantaged backgrounds mentioned in the introduction lies in the assumed misfit between students’ home environment and such educational practices. In contrast to traditional learning environments in which the teacher directs the learning process and is oriented towards transmission of knowledge, innovative approaches demand a more active role of students in their own learning process giving more room to their initiatives, choice, responsibility, and collaborative participation, and challenge students’ curiosity (Huber, 2003; Van Hout-Wolters, Simons, & Volet, 2000; Wells & Claxton, 2002). Students from high-educated ethnic majority families are expected to benefit from such innovative educational environments, as this would fit the parenting style they are used to. Disadvantaged students are supposed to benefit more from traditional approaches in which a fixed curriculum, direct instruction, and rehearsal are core, as this
would fit the more authoritarian socialization in their homes (De Kock, Sleegers, & Voeten, 2004; Heemskerk, Brink, Volman, & Ten Dam, 2005; Overmaat & Ledoux, 2002; Pels, Nijsten, Oosterwegel, & Vollebergh, 2006). Low-educated parents and parents from ethnic minority backgrounds indeed report more authoritarian and directive parenting behaviors oriented towards conformity rather than individual autonomy; this in comparison to high-educated majority parents who report a more authoritative parenting style encouraging children’s initiative and responsibility (Hermans, 1995; Pels & Nijsten, 2006; Pels et al., 2006). There is little empirical research on the moderating role of parenting styles in educational achievements; the limited research indicates that authoritative styles may facilitate achievement, but that this is not consistently the case across socioeconomic milieus and ethnicity (Spera, 2005).

**The relationship between type of education and achievement**

Recently, some studies have investigated the fit between types of education of disadvantaged students and their achievements. Salinas and Garr (2009), Hornstra et al. (2015b), and Van Oers and Duijkers (2013) investigated the relation between innovative educational practices and achievement of students with a disadvantaged position in school. Salinas and Garr examined the effect of “learner-centered” education on the academic achievements of minority and non-minority third to sixth grade students. Learner-centered education involved, among others, a constructive nature of the learning process, an orientation towards motivational and affective processes, a social climate that facilitates meaningful learning, and attention for individual differences. Schools were selected on the basis of self-description in US nationwide databases. Two sets of measures for achievement were used: standard academic achievement measures for language, math, and subject matter and non-traditional measures for assessing 21st-century skills like initiative, creativity, active learning strategy, receptiveness to diversity, and ability to collaborate. Differences were found between minority and non-minority groups in academic achievements in the traditional schools, with lower scores for minority students, but not in the learner-centered schools. Students of the learner-centered approach scored higher on most of the non-traditional measures, regardless of ethnicity.

Participants in the Hornstra et al. (2015b) study were fifth and sixth grade primary school students, varying in SES and ethnic minority/majority backgrounds. The focus was on the relation between teachers’ perceptions of their innovative practices relating to three components, authenticity of the learning environment, collaborative learning, and focus on self-regulation, on the one hand, and the reading and math achievements measured by tests of the Dutch National Institute for Educational Measurement (Cito), on the other hand. No significant relations were found between (teachers’ perceptions of) the extent of innovativeness of their teaching practices and reading comprehension scores of the two groups of students, but for math the picture was mixed. Nevertheless, teachers of schools with many students from ethnic minority and low SES families perceive innovative autonomy-supportive teaching styles as less suitable than traditional, more directive and controlling methods (Hornstra, Van der Veen, Peetsma, & Volman, 2015a). Teachers from schools with many children from these groups reported that they used more directive teaching irrespective of their personal preference for
autonomy-supportive styles. Students’ perceptions and preferences of teaching styles were contingent upon the teaching styles of their teachers in these schools. In the same vein, school directors found a more constructivist teaching model for the characteristics and needs of disadvantaged children only appropriate in a limited way (Overmaat & Ledoux, 2002, p. 365). Tesser and Iedema (2001) suggest that “effective education for students with disadvantaged backgrounds asks for a well-structured, teacher-centered, whole-class approach in which priority is given to key subjects (such as reading and math) and the teacher is working towards clearly defined standards of performance” (p. 103) (by which is meant outcomes on standardized tests).

Van Oers and Duijkers (2013) studied vocabulary acquisition of students in Grades 1 to 4 of primary school, varying in SES and ethnic minority/majority backgrounds. They compared two classroom conditions, a teacher-driven task-based program and a Developmental Education learning environment, in which students learn new vocabulary by taking part in meaningful joint activities. Students from different SES and backgrounds in DE had better outcomes than students in the programmatic condition.

For theoretical as well as for policy reasons, the results of these studies make it interesting to investigate the achievements of students from low SES and ethnic minority families in schools for Developmental Education as an innovative approach, compared to schools with a more traditional approach. Before presenting the study, we briefly explain how this approach differs from traditional instruction. For a more elaborate discussion of DE, the reader is referred to Van Rijk, Volman, De Haan, and Van Oers (2017) and Van Oers (2009).

**Reading instruction in the programmatic approach and in Developmental Education**

The regular, traditional approach of reading instruction in the vast majority of Dutch schools is a textbook-driven programmatic instruction approach, in which strategy instruction is a central issue, in addition to exercises for vocabulary and textual skills such as pronominal procedures. The reading curriculum is delivered through a grade-leveled series of textbooks published by an educational publisher. Schools are free to choose any of the publishers. In accordance with research findings, modern reading programs teach a limited set of multiple strategies (Davis, 2010; National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 2000; Snow, 2002).

Whereas in programmatic instruction the learning process is programmed in a detailed manner with strict adherence to textbooks and with emphasis on strategy instruction, in Developmental Education the focus is on meaningful content; strategy instruction is provided when needed for understanding of the content of the text.

The theoretical basis of Developmental Education (DE) is the cultural historical activity theory (CHAT) originating in the work of Vygotsky (Wells & Claxton, 2002). The basic assumption of this theory is that learning is fundamentally shaped by social interaction. Central concepts are “mediation” and “psychological tools”, referring to the role of human and symbolic intermediaries in the transformation of the cultural world by the learner, to make sense of this world. In CHAT, culture is a dynamic notion, referring to values, experiences, artefacts, and conventional patterns of social interactions “indexed in our everyday practices” (Pacheco & Gutiérrez, 2009). Learning is embedded in these
practices. The aim of teachers in educational approaches inspired by CHAT, such as Developmental Education, is to design authentic and meaningful learning experiences that relate to and build upon students’ funds of knowledge acquired in their environments (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992; Wardekker, 2012; Wells, 2000). Meaningful activities are central in the curriculum in order to engage students in learning. The main purpose is for students to learn to make sense of the world they live in, in such a way that they acquire agency, that is, learn to create meaning themselves by becoming participants in the classroom as a community of learners. The ultimate goal is to strengthen students’ agency.

In the approach to literacy in Developmental Education (DE), reading (and writing) is primarily seen as an activity aimed at interpreting the world. In the teaching of reading, the search for meaning is the starting point. This is in line with the view of the RAND reading study group, which states that “the main purposes for reading are gaining meaning and gaining knowledge” (Snow, 2002, p. 40). Reading comprehension instruction is defined as giving “students access to culturally important domains of knowledge and provides a means of pursuing affective and intellectual goals” (Snow, 2002, p. 29). In particular, the Concept Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) of Guthrie and colleagues (Guthrie, McRae, & Klauda, 2007; Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000) has been a source of inspiration for the DE reading program. In the CORI approach of reading, engagement is core. These engagement processes are assumed to mediate the effect of instructional classroom practices on reading comprehension to a large extent. Reading engagement is defined as “interacting with text in ways that are both strategic and motivated” (Guthrie, Wigfield, & You, 2012, p. 602). The view is that, if reading practices in the classroom provide students with content that is meaningful to them and relevant to their lives, they will be motivated to read. This motivation, conceived as student’s goals, values, and beliefs with regard to the reading activity, is thought to energize and direct cognitive-behavioral engagement processes such as the use of strategies involved in reading. The effortful and deliberate processes of strategic behavior in their turn lead to understanding a text and, ultimately, to reading competence.

Although the engagement perspective of Guthrie and Wigfield (2000) is related to the DE approach, reading in DE has a broader range than the focus on integrating reading in the teaching of subject matter in CORI (Van Rijk, Volman, et al., 2017). In the DE curriculum, inquiry is the core activity in the higher grades (cf. Wells, 2000). Teachers create meaningful thematic units in which all activities relate to the theme. The selection of informative texts is driven by students’ self-generated research questions. Teachers seek to engage all students in reading texts that correspond to their interests and reading levels. Students are encouraged to bring relevant texts from home into the classroom and to share their ideas and thoughts. Students perform inquiries in collaborative expert groups and visualize their questions in “wall posters”. They may interview experts in their own environments or invite them to the classroom, or may set up an experiment to find answers. Strategy instruction and teaching of vocabulary and textual skills are an integrated part of the activities, as they pertain to understanding the content of what is read. Whole classroom instruction is alternated with flexible instruction adjusted to the needs of individual students or expert groups. Oral interaction and writing are inseparably connected to reading. Students write down answers to their questions to give each other information. Classroom discussions are occasions for
collaborative thinking about problems and the student’s answers, inspiring students to revise their texts. Together with other products from the thematic unit, the revised texts are prepared for presentation, often to an audience of parents and students from other groups (Van Rijk, Volman, et al., 2017).

**The present study**

Innovative approaches are considered suitable and profitable for students who belong to the ethnic majority, and who have parents with relatively high educational levels. The aim of DE teachers and DE schools, however, is that their students will all benefit from the innovative DE approach, including students with disadvantaged backgrounds. In a former study (Van Rijk, De Mey, et al., 2017), reading results of students in DE schools appeared to be equal to those of students in schools with traditional reading programs.

In the present study, we exclusively focus on students with a minority background and/or low-educated parents. It is examined to what extent such a background affects reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation of fourth-grade students in Developmental Education (DE) compared with the traditional approach, which we refer to as Programmatic Instruction (PI). The focus is on the reading of informative texts. We focus on Grade 4 students as participants, as schools generally begin teaching students to read informative texts in this grade (age 9 or 10).

The research questions are as follows:

1. To what extent do students from ethnic minorities in Grade 4 in innovative DE schools differ from similar students in traditional PI schools with regard to reading comprehension (RC), reading strategies (RS), and reading motivation (RM)?
2. To what extent do students from low SES families in Grade 4 in innovative DE schools differ from similar students in traditional PI schools with regard to RC, RS, and RM?

**Methods**

**Design**

This study employed a pretest-posttest natural two-group design. An innovative approach, Developmental Education (DE) was compared to a more traditional approach, Programmatic Instruction (PI), the latter being default in The Netherlands. For these two approaches, we were aiming to find out how students’ reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation would evolve in the course of a school year for two groups of students with a risk of educational disadvantage, that is, students with an ethnic minority background and students from families with a low parental education level. Control variables were reading vocabulary, non-verbal IQ, and gender.

The pretests were administered in the beginning of the school year (September and October), while the posttests were conducted at the end (May and June). At both points in time, tests of reading comprehension and reading vocabulary were administered to the students, with students moreover completing questionnaires about reading motivation and knowledge of reading strategies. However, non-verbal IQ tests were
administered only at the pretest. Both during the pretest and the posttest, no more than two or three test sessions per day were scheduled to minimize test fatigue.

**Participants**

From 24 classes in 24 schools (1 class per school), 170 fourth-grade students (aged 9 to 10) from ethnic minorities or with low parental education were selected; 143 students were from an ethnic minority background, and 74 students from low SES families. These are different but partly overlapping categories; 47 students were from both ethnic minority and low SES families. The DE group \( (n = 84 \text{ students}) \) consisted of students from 12 classes. Five classes combined students from the third and fourth grades, but only fourth graders participated in this study. The PI group \( (n = 86 \text{ students}) \) consisted of students from 12 fourth-grade classes. Schools and teachers voluntarily participated in this study, and informed consent was obtained from the students’ parents.

Seventy-four students from ethnic minorities were in a DE school versus 69 students in a PI school. Of the students with a low parental education level, 34 students were in a DE school versus 40 students in a PI school. Seventy-nine students were boys, 91 students were girls. Table 1 shows the number of minority and low SES students in DE and PI. For an overview of some background characteristics of the participants, see Table 2. Procedures of school selection had taken place for a previous study (see Van Rijk, De Mey, et al., 2017).

**Variables and instruments**

Data regarding the background characteristics of the students were collected from the school administrations and included student gender, SES (parental education level), and ethnic minority/majority (parental country of origin and home language).

To determine ethnic minority/majority, we also asked students to provide the country of origin of their parents because the schools used different systems for the registration of parental country of origin. Since the extent to which the language spoken at home may be a predictor of reading comprehension, we also asked them about the language(s) spoken predominantly at home (Dutch, another language, or a mix of both). The data regarding country of origin and home language provided by the students were combined into one dichotomous variable, ethnic minority/majority. The majority category was native Dutch, that is, both parents are native Dutch, and Dutch is the home language; in the minority category, one or both parents are not native Dutch and Dutch is not or not the only language spoken at home.

SES represents parental education level. In The Netherlands, students are selected into one of four different tracks at the age of 12 (after primary education): prevocational

**Table 1. Number of minority and low SES students per approach (DE and PI).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>approach</th>
<th>minority high SES</th>
<th>minority low SES</th>
<th>Dutch low SES</th>
<th>subtotal minority</th>
<th>subtotal low SES</th>
<th>sum total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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secondary education – vocational track (4 years), prevocational secondary education – theoretical track (4 years), general secondary education (5 years), or pre-university education (6 years). Prevocational secondary education gives access to senior secondary vocational education; general education gives access to professional higher education; the pre-university track to university. Information on parental educational level was retrieved from the school administration for both parents separately. We used the following categories: only primary education, prevocational secondary education (vocational or theoretical track), senior secondary vocational education, and higher education. We combined the educational level of both parents into two categories. Low SES: One of the parents has only finished primary education, or both parents have maximal prevocational education, vocational track. High SES: At least one parent has finished the theoretical track of prevocational secondary education or a higher form of secondary education. These categories correspond with the weight factors the Dutch government uses for school funding to compensate for disadvantaged students.

All tests used in this study were national or international standardized tests for which the validities and reliabilities have been established in previous research.

Reading motivation was measured with a questionnaire that consists of 46 items, spread over seven subscales that have been validated and tested in previous research (De Milliano, 2013; Guthrie, 2010; Tellegen & Frankhuisen, 2002; Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997). Students were asked to indicate the extent to which each item applied to them on a 5-point scale (1 = does not suit me at all; 5 = suits me very well), or a 3-point scale (1 = always, 2 = sometimes, 3 = never), depending on the origin of the scale. Table 3 shows the subscales used.

The curiosity, preference for challenge, and extrinsic motivation subscales originated from the Motivation for Reading Questionnaire (MRQ; Guthrie, 2010). We used the translation for the Dutch context (Förrer & Van de Mortel, 2010). The other subscales have been developed and tested by Dutch researchers: intrinsic value, utility value, and self-efficacy by De Milliano (2013), and instrumental motivation by Tellegen and Frankhuisen (2002).
For the present sample, reliability was calculated using Cronbach’s α. Reliability of the subscales from the MQR was poor for preference for challenge (.58) and utility value (.65). These subscales were not retained in further analyses. For the five subscales retained, the mean sum scores were used, which ranged from 0 to 19. Reliability was estimated using Cronbach’s α, which was between .68 and .80. This is acceptable (Field, 2009; Sijtsma, 2009).

Reading comprehension was assessed using the 2006 Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) for students aged 9 and 10 in 40 countries (Mullis, Martin, Kennedy, & Foy, 2007). We used the test part consisting of a booklet with informative texts (three texts about Searching for food). Students answered 15 questions, of which 8 were multiple-choice and 7 open-ended questions. For three open-ended questions, a score of two points could be obtained, making the overall maximum score 18. The questions assessed the following four categories: (1) the ability to focus on and retrieve explicitly stated information; (2) the creation of straightforward inferences; (3) the interpretation and integration of ideas and information; and (4) the examination and evaluation of content, language, and textual elements. An open-ended question was, for example: “What is similar in the way ants and pill bugs find their food?” The open-ended questions were scored by two fellow researchers, using the PIRLS scoring guide. Answers were discussed to obtain consensus. For the present sample, Cronbach’s α was used to calculate reliability of the sum scores, and was .73. Reliability, therefore, is moderate, but acceptable.

Knowledge of reading strategies was assessed via a questionnaire that was developed by Brand-Gruwel (1995). This questionnaire consisted of 22 multiple-choice questions regarding strategies that are to be applied before, during, and after reading, such as goal setting and predicting, question answering, and summarizing. Questions were of the type “What is best to do … (e.g., before reading)?” Students had to choose the best option out of three: the most adequate strategy, a less adequate strategy, and an irrelevant strategy. The sum score ranged from 0 to 44. For the present sample, Cronbach’s α was .68, which means that reliability is moderate, but acceptable.

Reading vocabulary was measured using a standardized test (Verhoeven & Vermeer, 1995). This test consists of 30 multiple-choice items. From among four possible answers, students were required to choose the meaning of the word that was underlined in a
sentence. The sum score ranged from 0 to 30. For the present sample, reliability was good (Cronbach’s α was .84).

*Non-verbal IQ* was measured using the Raven Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM) (Raven, Raven, & Court, 2000). This test measures students’ reasoning abilities and consists of 60 items that are listed by order of difficulty. Each item presents a set of geometrical figures of which one figure was missing. The missing item must be selected from a set of six or eight answers. The test was administered to the entire group. The sum score ranged from 0 to 60. For the present sample Cronbach’s α was .79, which means that reliability was moderate, but acceptable.

In order to verify whether reading instruction was provided as intended in DE and PI, a *teacher questionnaire* was used. The questionnaire consisted of 26 statements on a 5-point Likert scale. The maximum sum score was 130. The statements were divided into six categories. The first category was about the programmatic or non-programmatic character of the approach (e.g., “I use a pre-programmed textbook for reading comprehension”). This was followed by five sets of statements, each covering one of the motivational components that were distinguished by Guthrie et al. (2004) and have been incorporated into DE – integration of reading instruction in subject matter, providing interesting texts, choice of text, collaboration, fostering successful reading experiences by providing appropriate texts, and positive feedback (self-efficacy). Items were, for example, “In my class students use information from texts read for other learning activities” or “In my class students may choose informative texts to read”.

Additionally, during data collection, a researcher was present five or six times in every classroom. Informal observation of the classrooms and informal conversation with the teachers offered an opportunity to verify features of the reading approaches: the types of text used (textbooks for PI, and no extra texts visible in PI classrooms versus a variety of meaningful texts for DE), the classroom context, such as the way in which teachers provided reading instruction (teacher manuals for PI, flexible instruction adjusted to students’ level from teachers for DE), visibility of research questions (wall posters), and collaboration in DE classrooms.

**Data analysis**

In the present study, analyses were performed for ethnic minority students (n = 143) and low SES students (n = 74) separately (with an overlap regarding 46 students that were from both ethnic minority and low SES families). The student data had a two-level hierarchical structure; that is, students (Level 1) were nested within classrooms (Level 2, N = 24). As only one class per school participated, the classroom level was equal to the school level. The assumption of the independence of the observations was tested. We deduced from the intra-class correlations (ICC’s) that multilevel modeling was the most suitable approach for data analysis. Intra-class correlations ranged from 8% to 24%. We used the mixed-model procedures of SPSS (20.0) with maximum likelihood (ML) estimation (Hox, 1995).

Inspection of the missing values revealed that, for some covariates, the missing data points were substantial (> 5%). Therefore, multiple imputation was applied, as this technique is favorable for parameter estimation (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). In addition to the
original dataset, five imputed sets were created, using the multiple imputation procedure in SPSS 20. The outcomes of the “pooled” imputed set were used in subsequent analyses.

As we were interested in effects of the educational DE and PI approaches on the outcome variables of reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation for minority students (Research question 1) and low SES students (Research question 2), effects on these variables were analyzed for both categories of students (minority and low SES) using a step-up model building strategy (West, Welch, & Galecki, 2007). Standardized scores (z scores) were used for analyses and, following Tymms (2004), we calculated effect sizes for dichotomous and continuous variables, using Cohen’s $d$ as a standardized measure for hierarchical linear modeling. According to Cohen’s guidelines (1988), $d = 0.2$ represents a small effect size, $d = 0.5$ represents a medium effect size, and $d = 0.8$ represents a large effect size. For testing the results, a 95% confidence level was used.

All analyses begin with intercept-only (or unconditional) models in which the intercepts (mean levels) of the dependent variables were estimated and the random effects (or estimations of variance) of the following two components were also estimated: classroom means (i.e., classroom intercepts) and the individual errors (i.e., residuals). Subsequently, the predictors (covariates) at Level 1 (student) were included one by one while testing their fixed effects. First, the pretest measurement of the outcome variable was included as a covariate to increase the power of the analyses (Lipsey & Hurley, 2009). Next, the variables related to reading (that were also analyzed separately as outcome variables) were included in the model, that is, reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation. Since every outcome variable may also be a predictor of another outcome variable, these variables are included in the regression, along with the possible confounders. The confounders at Level 1 were vocabulary, non-verbal IQ, and gender. The approach (DE versus PI) was added to the model at Level 2 to test the effects of DE and PI. We controlled for SES in the regression of ethnic minority students, and for minority in the regression of low SES students. Each covariate was tested for its contribution to the model fit and its effect on the outcome variable. The calculated deviance statistics (–2 log likelihood) of the different models were compared and tested with a $\chi^2$ difference test to draw conclusions about the improvement of the model. A positive conclusion led to the inclusion of the predictor in the model. The final models were constructed on the basis of the parsimony principle. More parsimonious models were created by removing nonsignificant predictors whose removal did not negatively affect the model fit.

Results

Preliminary analyses

This section begins with descriptions of the means and standard deviations of all variables for the categories minority and low SES$^2$ by educational approach (DE or PI) and measurement occasion (Table 4).

An analysis of variance revealed that responses of teachers in the DE and the PI approach on the teacher questionnaire differed significantly in three aspects: the use of a program that was based on a textbook, $F(1,22) = 10.80; p < 0.05$ (DE: $M = 3.37$,
Table 4. Means and standard deviations of the variables for ethnic minority students (minority) and students with a low parental education level (low SES) by group and measurement occasion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DE group</th>
<th></th>
<th>PI group</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pretest</td>
<td>posttest</td>
<td>pretest</td>
<td>posttest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethnicity</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading comprehension</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of reading strategies</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>35.23</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading motivation</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocabulary</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-verbal IQ</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>34.77</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading comprehension</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge of reading strategies</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34.88</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading motivation</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocabulary</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-verbal IQ</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33.84</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = 0.74; PI: M = 2.33, SD = 0.75), the provision of choice of texts, $F(1,22) = 19.08$; $p < 0.05$ (DE: $M = 3.67$, SD = 0.74; PI: $M = 3.42$, SD = 0.54), and the integration of reading instruction with content, $F(1,22) = 12.10$; $p < 0.05$ (DE: $M = 4.00$, SD = 0.64; PI: $M = 3.00$, SD = 0.75). These results revealed that DE teachers were indeed teaching according to the DE approach and PI teachers according to the PI approach. No significant differences were found in teachers’ answers about three other aspects. These were providing interesting texts, $F(1,22) = 0.69$, $p > 0.05$ (DE: $M = 3.67$, SD = 0.75; PI: $M = 3.43$, SD = 0.54), organizing collaboration, $F(1,22) = 0.82$, $p > 0.05$ (DE: $M = 4.13$, SD = 0.83; PI: $M = 4.33$, SD = 0.71), and fostering successful reading experiences by providing appropriate texts and positive feedback (self-efficacy), $F(1,22) = 0.36$, $p > 0.05$ (DE: $M = 3.56$, SD = 0.73; PI: $M = 3.26$, SD = 0.85). The contrasts between these approaches were considered sufficient for further analyses, also because these outcomes were confirmed by informal observation of the classrooms and informal conversation with the teachers (see Table 5).

Next, the dependencies of the data were tested. The intra-class correlations were used as an indication of dependency. Table 6 presents the results of the intercept-only models of the outcome variables; that is, reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation. The deviance of the intercept-only models may be compared to the deviance of the final models.

The final model for reading motivation was based on fixed effects at the student level. Although for knowledge of reading strategies the intra-class correlation ICC (8%) indicated

Table 5. Means and standard deviations of the variables in the teacher questionnaire per group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DE group (n = 16)</th>
<th></th>
<th>PI group (n = 15)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-programmatic character</td>
<td>3.37  (.74)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.33  (.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interesting texts</td>
<td>3.67  (.74)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.42  (.54)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice of texts</td>
<td>3.32  (.38)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.64  (.34)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collaboration</td>
<td>3.56  (.73)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.26  (.85)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appropriate texts and positive feedback</td>
<td>4.12  (.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.33  (.70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integration of reading instruction</td>
<td>4.00  (.64)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00  (.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the variance in the data was mainly attributable to the child level, the effects of the predictors could, in theory, still vary randomly across classrooms. Therefore, fixed effects predictors were also allowed to vary randomly across units at the classroom level.

**Multilevel analyses: effects of educational approach for ethnic minority students**

Table 7 presents the final multilevel models for ethnic minority students and reveals the effects of the approach (DE versus PI) on reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation.

**Effects on reading comprehension for ethnic minority students**

Table 7 shows that the educational approach (DE or PI) had no effect on comprehension outcomes (this is represented by a blank for the approach). In other words, no differences in reading comprehension were found between DE and PI for ethnic minority students.

Of the predictors, vocabulary ($b = 0.20, SE = 0.08, p < 0.01, d = 0.60$) and non-verbal IQ ($b = 0.18, SE = 0.06, p < 0.01, d = 0.54$) had a positive effect on reading comprehension with a medium effect size. SES improved the model fit and was therefore retained in the model.

**Effects on knowledge of reading strategies for ethnic minority students**

As illustrated in Table 7, the educational approach (DE or PI) had an effect on the knowledge of reading strategies ($b = 0.40, SE = 0.19, p < 0.05, d = 0.56$). In other words, ethnic minority students in DE had better knowledge of reading strategies than their counterparts in PI. Vocabulary was the only predictor with a positive effect on knowledge of reading strategies.
Further exploration of the DE group and the PI group separately revealed that PI accounted for the positive effect of vocabulary ($b = 0.35$, $SE = 0.13$, $p < 0.01$, $d = 0.97$). This means that for ethnic minority students in PI, a rich vocabulary benefits their knowledge of reading strategies. In DE, a negative effect was found for SES ($b = -0.47$, $SE = 0.18$, $p < 0.01$, $d = 0.75$), which means that ethnic minority students with a low parental education level have less knowledge of reading strategies than students with more educated parents. Furthermore, a medium effect size was found in DE for reading comprehension ($b = 0.21$, $SE = 0.09$, $p > 0.05$, $d = 0.66$), which also improved the model fit. This indicates that in DE, ethnic minority students with good reading comprehension tend to have a good knowledge of reading strategies, but not so in PI.

### Effects on reading motivation for ethnic minority students

As seen in Table 7, which contains a blank for the approach, the educational approach (DE or PI) had no effect on reading motivation. This means that no differences were found between DE and PI for ethnic minority students on reading motivation.

None of the predictors had an effect on the outcomes of reading motivation at the end of Grade 4. SES improved the model fit and was therefore retained in the model.

### Multilevel analyses: effects of educational approach for low SES students

Table 8 presents the final multilevel models for low SES students and reveals the effects of the approach (DE versus PI) on reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation for this category of students.
Effects on reading comprehension for low SES students

The educational approach (DE or PI) had no effect on comprehension outcomes as seen in Table 8, which contains a blank for the approach. In other words, no differences were found between DE and PI for students with a low parental education level on reading comprehension.

Of the predictors, non-verbal IQ ($b = 0.22$, $SE = 0.10$, $p < 0.01$, $d = 0.69$) had a positive effect on reading comprehension with a medium effect size. This means that intelligent students with a low parental education level have better reading comprehension than their less intelligent counterparts.

Effects on knowledge of reading strategies for low SES students

The educational approach (DE or PI) had no effect on knowledge of reading strategies, as seen in Table 8, which contains a blank for the approach. None of the control variables had an effect on knowledge of reading strategies or improved the model fit.

Effects on reading motivation for low SES students

The educational approach (DE or PI) had no effect on low SES students’ reading motivation, as seen in Table 8, which contains a blank for the approach. In other
words, no differences were found between DE and PI for students with a low parental education level on reading comprehension.

Of the predictors, non-verbal IQ had a small effect size ($b = 0.10$, $SE = 0.09$, $p > 0.05$, $d = 0.30$), and improved the model fit. This means that intelligent students with a low parental education level are more motivated to read informative texts than their less intelligent counterparts.

**Conclusion and discussion**

The aim of the present study was to compare the effects on students with an ethnic minority background or with low-educated parents of two approaches to reading comprehension instruction, that is, the innovative meaning-oriented practice of Developmental Education (DE) and the more traditional practice of Programmatic Instruction (PI). We focused on students with an ethnic minority background and students from low SES families. The effects of the DE and PI approach were compared in terms of students’ reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and reading motivation. It was assumed that DE, with its focus on meaning, adds value to reading instruction, and motivates students to read informative texts.

The research questions focused on the extent to which fourth-grade ethnic minority or low SES students in innovative DE schools differ from similar students in traditional PI schools regarding the outcome variables reading comprehension, knowledge of reading strategies, and motivation for reading informative texts. For ethnic minority students, no differences were found between the approaches regarding reading comprehension and reading motivation, after controlling for vocabulary, non-verbal IQ, SES, and gender. Ethnic minority students in DE, however, were found to have significantly better knowledge of reading strategies than students in PI. For students from low SES families, no differences between DE and PI were found for any of the outcome variables.

In general, we may conclude that the innovative DE approach is as suitable for students from ethnic minority or low SES families as the traditional PI approach regarding reading informative texts. Whereas no differences between the approaches were found for reading comprehension and reading motivation, ethnic minority students in DE performed better on knowledge of reading strategies than their counterparts in PI. Contrary to what was expected, however, the focus on reading for meaning in DE did not lead to higher motivation among ethnic minority or low SES students to read informative texts. This corresponds with our earlier findings from a mixed sample, containing ethnic minority/majority students with low-educated and high-educated parents ($N = 570$) (Van Rijk, De Mey, et al., 2017). For both the present and the previous samples, we were unable to determine whether DE’s orientation on meaning motivated students to read informative texts.

It is sometimes assumed that students with disadvantaged backgrounds would benefit more from traditional approaches in which a fixed curriculum, direct instruction, and rehearsal are core (Hornstra et al., 2015; Overmaat & Ledoux, 2002). The results of the present study suggest that ethnic minority or low SES students benefit equally from an innovative approach with a focus on an active role of students in their own learning process and a teacher who guides rather than transmits knowledge. This is in line with Van Oers and Duijkers (2013). The finding that ethnic minority students in DE had higher
scores on knowledge of reading strategies corresponds with earlier findings. This has been explained by a tendency of these students to compensate their inadequate language skills for the language used in their school by making an extra effort for reading strategies (Snow, 2002). It remains to be explained, however, why this is more the case in DE than in PI. It leads us to think that characteristics of the DE approach may account for the effect. It may be the instruction of reading strategies in DE (modeling more than direct instruction, making reading personally meaningful and functional reading instead of textbook-driven reading) which makes the use and the usefulness of reading strategies clearer to ethnic minority students. It may also be that reading strategies are more meaningful to students when needed for understanding text content that is meaningful to them. It remains unclear why this is not also the case for students from low SES families, including ethnic minority students from low SES families.

Noticeable for students with a low parental education level is the absence of predictors (except non-verbal IQ), in combination with the high percentages for classroom influence. For these students, classroom variance was high (ranging from 13% to 26%). Although the present study does not offer an explanation for this finding, it indicates that, with regard to learning to read informative texts, variables at the classroom level matter for students with a low parental education level. However, in this study we have not been able to identify these variables. These variables may be related to classroom composition or teacher quality. Allington (2002) suggests that good teachers matter much more than particular curriculum materials, pedagogical approaches, or “proven program” (p. 2). The teacher is the first factor in line to influence effectiveness (Hattie, 2009). Other studies have shown that 43% of the variance in student achievement in reading comprehension can be attributed to teacher quality (Snow, 2002).

An important limitation of the present study are the small numbers of students with an ethnic minority background and students with a low parental education level that could be included in the study. Since DE is a relatively recent, innovative concept that appeals mostly to highly educated native Dutch parents in urban contexts, large numbers of ethnic minority or low SES students could not be found in DE. This was especially the case for native Dutch students with a low parental education level. Moreover, almost two thirds of the students with a low parental education level also belonged to the ethnic minority group. Numbers were too small to focus on the category of low SES minority students. Moreover, in our analyses we have calculated the main effects of the predictors. It would have been interesting to also establish interaction effects between the approach (DE or PI) and minority and between the approach and low SES. Again, numbers were too small. However, the findings of the present study provide indications that innovative education is as favorable to students from ethnic minority or low SES families concerning reading informative texts as traditional education is. For more detailed insights, a larger sample would be required. In future research, as the number of DE schools increases, it may become possible to focus more on reading achievements and motivation of these groups of students.

Finally, it is a limitation of the present study that the examinations of the teachers’ instructional practices within both approaches were based on self-reports. DE and PI schools may be more heterogeneous in their reading approaches than the measures used indicated. Systematic classroom observations would have provided more insight into actual practices. Future research on teaching to read informative texts to
disadvantaged students could make use of classroom observations and study the perceptions of the teachers and the students of the educational approach.

The present study has raised some more issues for future research. Teachers in the study of Hornstra et al. (2015a) were reluctant to adopt an innovative approach for ethnic minority or low SES students, although no significant relations were found between (teachers’ perceptions of) the extent of innovativeness of their reading practices and reading comprehension scores of these groups of students. Future research on teachers’ reluctance to adopt innovative approaches may shed some light on teachers’ needs in terms of schooling and support.

In this study, ethnic minority students in DE were found to have a better knowledge of reading strategies than their counterparts in PI. However, in DE (not in PI), ethnic minority students with a low parental education level had less knowledge of reading strategies compared to ethnic minority students with more highly educated parents. Our study did not enable us to obtain a more detailed view of this issue. Since this is a group that needs teachers’ special attention, further research may investigate the educational needs of this particular group of students.

In the present study, we were unable to confirm the assumption that the DE reading approach adds value in terms of motivating students; DE, with its focus on reading for meaning, was not found to motivate students with a minority background or with low-educated parents to read informative texts more than PI did. Further research is needed to gain more insight into the added value of DE in terms of the other, further-reaching DE goals of identity development, agency and citizenship.

Notes

1. In SPSS, two estimation methods are available: restricted maximum likelihood (RML) and ML. The latter estimation method is preferable when comparing the fit indices (–2 log likelihood) of two models that differ only in the numbers of fixed-effect parameters, as was the case in the present study.

2. These categories overlap; 47 students were from both ethnic minority and low SES families.
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